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ABSTRACT

Mobile phones can be used as mediators between users and
interactive tabletops in several scenarios, including authentication and the sharing of information. Existing radio-based
methods such as WiFi or Bluetooth offer a high-speed communication channel, but have serious limitations regarding
the tabletop-phone-human interaction. They are not able to
locate mobile phones placed on the surface, often require
fairly complex coupling procedures for establishing connections, and are potentially vulnerable to eavesdropping attacks.
In this paper, we present a method for establishing a bidirectional communication channel between mobile phones and
vision-based interactive surfaces utilizing the built-in flashlight and camera of mobile phones and the screen and camera of vision-based tabletops. We establish an entirely visual,
secure and bidirectional communication channel at a speed
superior to previous vision-based approaches, enabling users
to establish connections and transfer data to and from interactive surfaces using ordinary out-of-the-box hardware.
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INTRODUCTION

With interactive tabletops and surfaces (ITS) becoming more
and more ubiquitous, the exchange of data between such systems and other ubiquitous devices, e.g. mobile phones, becomes more and more relevant as well. In the recent years,
mobile phones have become very smart devices, featuring
applications such as media players, internet browsers, photo
viewers and many more. It is an obvious next step to use
mobile phones to interact with other smart devices, such as
ITS, to overcome limitations of mobile devices and to enable
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more sophisticated interaction methods. Many of these interactions rely on a direct communication channel, which is
established between ITS and mobile phones.
At first sight, this can easily be achieved using radio-based
techniques: Bluetooth and WiFi are available in most current smartphones, and most interactive surfaces can easily
be equipped with corresponding hardware as well. Nevertheless, radio-based methods have certain drawbacks. They
usually require fairly complex coupling procedures and are
thus unsuited when the communication channel needs to be
quickly established, for example when using a mobile phone
to authenticate to a system. Also, for combining the advantages of mobile phones with those of ITS, e.g., by exchanging photos or videos by placing several phones on an interactive tabletop and dragging contents from one phone to another, the surface computer needs to detect the position of
mobile phones on its surface, and moreover, it needs to detect
which Bluetooth ID or IP address belongs to a respective mobile phone. Obviously, this cannot be easily achieved using
radio-based methods. In addition, radio transmissions can be
vulnerable to eavesdropping attacks, raising privacy and security concerns. It is thus preferable to develop alternative
communication mechanisms, and as many of today’s ITS are
relying on optical touch recognition techniques, such as Diffused Illumination (DI), Frustrated Total Internal Reflection
(FTIR) or Diffused Surface Illumination (DSI), using optical communication methods offers a promising alternative,
which has also been the approach of the following related
works.
RELATED WORK

Wilson et al. use the built-in infrared (IR) port of a mobile
phone to transmit an 8-bit ID to the camera of an interactive
tabletop for establishing a Bluetooth communication channel between both systems [5]. As the authors point out, the
main issue with this approach is the speed of the handshaking phase: The technique relies on the devices announcing
themselves via Bluetooth, inducing an initial delay before
the phones become visible to the tabletop system. Also, the
used transfer protocol limits the communication bandwidth
to an average 2.67 bits per second (bps), leaving room for
improvement. Izadi et al. present an optical touchscreen solution based on a thin array of IR sensors and emitters [2].
They developed a technique to modulate the IR emitters of
the display to transmit 3-bit codes from the touchscreen to
an external IR sensitive device and mention that IR based

communication from external devices to the display would
also be feasible. Unfortunately, both approaches rely on IR
light as communication medium, which is no longer feasible
as most modern phones are not equipped with IRDA ports
anymore. Another technique to transfer data from ITS to mobile phones has been developed by [3], who use the built-in
camera of a smartphone to detect information displayed by
a Microsoft Surface computer. Unfortunately, no details regarding speed, bandwidth or functionality of the approach
are available at the time of writing. We can only suspect that
it utilizes a pattern of changing colors to transfer data between tabletops and mobile phones, and thus may employ a
technique similar to our approach. Echtler et al. use a shadow
tracking device and Bluetooth distance measurement to identify mobile devices on the surface of an interactive tabletop
[1]. The technique does not utilize an optical data transfer
between mobile device and tabletop, but relies on the detection of rectangular shapes using computer vision algorithms.

Nexus One smartphone (see Fig. 1). The tabletop system
utilizes a firewire camera with a frame rate of 60 FPS at
640x480. Diffused Surface Illumination is used for detecting
touches on the surface. The display consists of a projector
and a rear projection screen. It has a viewable screen size of
70x112 cm (52”) at a resolution of 1280x800 (16:10). The
Nexus One features a 25 FPS camera and a flash built into
the back of the phone. The flash features a high-brightness
LED which can be triggered by software.

APPROACH

The related work mostly relies on radio based methods for
the actual data transfer from phone to tabletop or vice versa,
or on the transmission of infrared light, which is not feasible using most current smartphones. In contrast, our approach relies on an entirely optical transmission of information, exploiting built-in features of both common tabletop systems and mobile phones. Using the built-in camera
and flash of mobile phones, as well as the built-in camera
and display of interactive tabletops, we establish an optical,
bidirectional channel at a speed superior to previous visionbased approaches. We are also able to establish the channel
in a fast handshaking phase. Radio-based methods, such as
WiFi or Bluetooth, are not required for communication. Our
approach works with common hardware and does not need
additional equipment. It is also fairly secure against eavesdropping attacks: The phone is placed directly on the surface
of the tabletop and only the area below the phone is used for
communication. It should be mentioned though, that depending on the position of the phone’s camera and flash, information may still leak out in the form of visible light when communicating. Nevertheless, in contrast to radio-based methods, such security lapses become instantly visible to users,
enabling them to take appropriate countermeasures.
As a fully optical approach, our method opens up possibilities for communication in scenarios where radio-based traffic
is unsuited or impossible, including
• User authentication in security critical settings, e.g. ATMs
or access control systems.
• Areas where radio-based communication is prohibited, e.g.
aircrafts or hospitals.
• Public areas, where many people tend to deactivate Bluetooth and WiFi for security reasons and to save battery
power.
In the following, we will shortly describe the technical setup
used and then explain the two techniques used to transmit
data from mobile phones to the tabletop and vice versa.
Technical Setup

For development and evaluation purposes, we used an interactive tabletop developed at our institutes and a Google

Figure 1: OFFIS Interactive Table and Google Nexus
One smartphone
TABLETOP TO MOBILE PHONE

To transmit data from tabletop to mobile phone we utilize
the camera built into virtually any smartphone. We assume
that the tabletop can recognize that an object is placed on its
surface. In our implementation, we use a simple computer
vision algorithm to achieve this. To start the communication, the tabletop illuminates the area below the phone. As
the phone’s camera images are naturally very blurry when
placed on the tabletop, visual markers or other textured images cannot be used to transmit information. Alternatively,
we used constant colors filling the area below the phone’s
camera.
Color based encoding

Since dark colors reduce the camera’s frame rate to approximately 10 FPS, due to automatic adjustments of white balance and shutter speed, they cannot reasonably be used for
data transmission at a decent bandwidth. In addition bright
colors, such as white, also distract the phone’s camera. Due
to automatic white balance adjustments, a pure white can e.g.
become a shade of blue in the recorded image.

Figure 2: Single camera images (left) and two consecutive camera images (right) at 50Hz.

Nevertheless, the three extremes of the RGB color space (red,
green and blue) can be differentiated very well and allow a
robust classification of a pixel’s color. As shown in Figure
2 (left), transitions from one primary color to another are
very blurry, e.g. a color change from blue to red results in a
smooth transition from blue via purple to red. Similar effects
occur for every two primary RGB colors. Also, the colors

are heavily affected by the camera’s automatic white balance
adjustments, e.g. purple images are hardly distinguishable
from red or blue depending on the previous colors. To transmit information, we experimented with encodings using up
to six colors, but it quickly became clear that due to high error rates at fairly low throughput (only up to 10 FPS), it was
more reasonable to stick to the the three primary colors. The
resulting encoding is described in the following.
Bit-level encoding using sub-frame resolution

According to Shannon’s sampling theorem [4], information
can not be transmitted error-free with more than half of the
camera’s frame rate (when using the average color of the entire camera image). With the camera’s maximum sampling
rate of 25 FPS, the maximum theoretical bandwidth without
errors would result in a fairly slow 12.5 FPS. To increase the
rate at which color changes can be detected, we exploit the
characteristics of today’s smartphones: A digital signal processor (DSP) continuously reads the color values from the
camera sensor and copies them to the phone’s memory. If
the recorded scene changes from one color to another while
the DSP reads from the sensor, the first part of the read image contains the first color and the second part of the image
contains the second color. Thus, the resulting image does not
contain a snapshot of the recorded scene at a discrete point
in time but a continuous stream of the presented colors. At
25 FPS the gap between two consecutive camera images is
shorter than 2ms or 2% of the camera image (see Figure 2,
right). In order to achieve sub-frame resolution, the camera image is processed row-by-row using each row’s average
color. To increase the robustness to noise and to avoid false
results at color transitions, a sliding window with four consecutive rows (3.33% of the entire image) is used. A color is
only detected if all four rows in the window share the same
color. Thus, it is possible to detect colors even if the area
below the phone’s camera changes its color two times within
one frame.

sequence containing 210 bits of white noise was used and
we repeated the test 4 times for each cycle length. Our tests
showed that the phone needs an initial synchronisation phase
until the camera adapts its parameters to the tabletop, in particular regarding exposure time and white balance. At bitrates higher than 20 bps, approximately 100ms are needed.
Thus, we discarded the first 10 bits during this phase in the
test sequence. The bitrates between 20 and 66.67 FPS as
well as the corresponding error rates are shown in Figure 4:
Virtually no errors occur at speeds up to 33bps, but when increasing the transmission speed to up to 41.67 bps, the error
rate slowly rises to up to 3.5 errors / 200bits, which may still
be compensated using error correction mechanisms. When
further increasing the transmission speed, the original bit sequence becomes virtually unrecognizable at more than 13 errors / 200 bits. To compare the tabletop results to a normal
computer display, we also repeated the test using a MacBook
Pro’s LCD display, achieving slightly better results (see Figure 4).

Figure 4: Speed and error rate, Tabletop to phone

Based on our results we conclude that, using our test setup,
data can be robustly transmitted at rates of up to 33 bps. At
this rate the color still spans at least 22% of the camera image and we assume that the phone is able to achieve even
higher bitrates. Using a sliding window with 3.33% of the
camera image and considering the gap between two consecutive images it might be possible to achieve bitrates up to
150 bps. With regards to the better results on a MacBook,
we suspect that the limiting factor is not the phone’s camera
but the used display.
MOBILE PHONE TO TABLETOP

Figure 3: Bit encoding using color transitions.

As shown in Figure 2 the color edges are very blurry and
the area covered by the transition between two colors can be
larger than the actual colors at high FPS. Thus, the duration
a color is visible to the phone is not fixed. As the clock pulse
edges are blurry and the cycle length varies, we decided to
encode bits not using the actual colors recognized, but based
on the transitions between colors. The finite-state machine
shown in Figure 3 shows the bit encoding used for our approach. For example, a transition from red to blue results in
a ’1’, while a transition from green to blue results in a ’0’.
Evaluation

To determine the speed and the error rates that can be achieved we conducted an evaluation using the technical setup described before. We implemented a test program on the tabletop that transmits bit sequences at different frequencies. A

There are several options to send visual information from the
mobile phone to the tabletop. One is to use the display of
the phone to send information, similar to the approach presented in the tabletop-to-phone direction. This technique was
also explored by [5]. As they point out, one particular disadvantage of that approach is that the transmission application
temporarily needs to take control of the display. Moreover,
most mobile phones do not feature a front camera, rendering
bidirectional optical communication impossible.
In contrast, we trigger the flash built into most current smartphones to transmit information optically to the camera of the
tabletop. The advantage of this approach is that it does not require any custom hardware and theoretically features a high
data rate, as most modern camera flashes use LEDs, which
can typically blink at a fairly high frequency. Naturally, flash
lights are also very bright, and are thus easily recognizable
by most cameras. In our case, the tabletop camera could easily recognize the flashes of the mobile phone, even with an

infrared band-pass filter attached to the lens of the camera,
which is a typical setup in most vision-based tabletop systems. To detect the blinking of the phone’s flash, we processed the video stream of the tabletop camera to filter out
points with a high level of brightness, which worked very
robustly in our setup.
Bit level encoding

The flash of a mobile phone can typically take one of two
states: On and off. Thus, it is necessary to use a binary
code to transmit bits over the optical channel. In [5], pulsewidth modulation (PWM, see top of Figure 5) was used to
encode ’0’s and ’1’s using different lengths of LED pulses,
i.e. 150ms for a ’0’ and 300ms for a ’1’, with 150ms breaks
in-between pulses. The benefit of PWM is that it is quite robust and resistant against timing problems. Nevertheless, it
also is fairly time consuming and wastes precious transmission time in contrast to other approaches.
We used a non-return-to-zero (NRZ) line code in our approach, in which high and low bits are represented by turning
the flash on and off within a defined time frame (see Figure
5, bottom). Using NRZ, even the non-lit flash carries information, i.e. it is interpreted as a ’0’. Also, there are no
breaks between separate bits. As an example (see Figure 5),
using the PWM approach of [5], it takes 2850ms to transmit 8 bits of changing ’0’s and ’1’s. Assuming 150ms pulse
lengths, NRZ is able to transmit 19 bits in the same time,
which is more than twice as fast. In addition, PWM transmission times get worse with the amount of ’1’s transmitted,
while the transmission time stays constant using NRZ.

less, under realistic conditions, the sampling rate of the camera is often not constant, leading to lower bandwidth and
communication errors. Again, factors such as automatic adjustments of white balance, exposure or sensitivity can destabilize the frame rate, as well as CPU load, thread scheduling and the software processing of camera images to detect flashes in the video stream. Nevertheless, we can conclude that even without further optimizations, we were able
to achieve a virtually error-free transmission speed of two
thirds of the theoretical maximum.

Figure 6: Speed and error rate, Phone to Tabletop
CONCLUSION

We have developed a method to enable bidirectional data
transfer between mobile phones and vision-based tabletops,
which works with common hardware setups and is solely
based on optical transmission techniques. In contrast to previous approaches, we were able to increase the communication bandwidth to 30 bps from tabletop to mobile phone, and
up to 20 bps in the reverse direction. As our technique also
does not rely on a radio-based reverse channel (e. g. Bluetooth or WiFi), such technologies can be completely omitted
in scenarios which do not require higher data rates. The technique is also fairly secure, as the communication between
tabletop and mobile phone cannot be hijacked without being visible to the user. Enabling an entirely vision-based
transfer of data between the involved devices, our technique
opens a wide range of possibilities for interaction using mobile phones and interactive surfaces.
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